
  All your content in one place to accelerate application development and reduce compliance costs

Metadata and Tagging
Asterion automates metadata extraction such as time-stamps, 
image details and context from CAD files and even individual 
frames from movies. You gain rich contextual context. 

Workflow Integration
Asterion customizes your user interface 
and controls to optimize workflow on-
premise or in the cloud.

Notes
* Non-disruptive installation
* Eliminates file system attack vector
* Superior flexibility for object storage 
* Conventional and microservice projects

Compliance and Security 
Asterion leverages your existing security and compliance 
systems. We also enable customized individual, team, 
departmental and company controls and settings.
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“Content has become so voluminous and diverse in its forms and how it comes into the enterprise, that pretty much 
every organization experiences some level of content related dysfunction.” 
                           Darin Stewart, Research Director, Gartner 
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All your content in one place to accelerate application development and reduce compliance cost

Unified ECM
Asterion enables correlation of ERP, email 
and unstructured data including video, 
audio, PDF, CAD, GIS and log files. 

The Right Info in the Right 
Context

Asterion stores your ECM content 
with your ERP and other corporate 
data linking any content to any 
business process or application. 

Integrated Search
Asterion offers built in search, guided navigation, SQL 
query and list based sorting. We also integrate with 
Oracle’s Endeca and other enterprise search systems. 

Notes
* Universal API
* Streaming of unstructured content
* Unique file names or URLs for each 

user or application
* Universal application of Oracle 

database security and compliance

“Customers want to eliminate their silos of applications and move to a seamless end-to-end business process on one platform. 
This will make it easier to develop and configure applications and have the flexibility to tune them to very specific business.” 
                  Cheryl McKinnon, Principal Analyst, Forrester Research
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